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Abstract 
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and its Applications 38 (1991) 21-37. 
Some classes of H-factorizable topological groups are found. In particular, all Lindeliif and all 
totally bounded topological groups are W-factorizable. A problem of A.V. Arhangel’skii is solved 
by showing that the weight of X coincides with the tightness of X for any compact space X, 
which is an image of a dense subspace of a u-compact topological group under a continuous 
mapping. If in addition X is &monolithic, then X is met&able. This result gives an answer to 
another problem of A.V. Arhangel’skii. 
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Iatroductisa 
We shall say that a topological group G is R-factorizable if for any continuous 
real-valued function f on G there exist a continuous homomorphism 7~ : G + H onto 
a group H of countable weight and a continuous function h on H such thatf = h 0 m 
One of the first factorization theorems for topological groups states that any compact 
topological group is R-factorizable [ 18 3. In the Comfort and Ross paper [8] this 
result is extended to pseudocompact groups. It is shown here that each totally 
bounded (and each a-totally bounded) topological group is R-factorizable 
(Corollary 1.14 and Assertion 1 .lS). Further, any Eindeliif topological group is 
R-factorizable (Assertion 1.1). Cotollery 13 stators that if G is a sukq$roup of a 
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topological group K with Nag( K ) < K0 (see Definition O.l), then G is R-factorizable, 
too. These and similar results are proved in Section 1. 
Section 2 is devoted to the solution of Arhangel’skii’s problems [6] on continuous 
images of o-compact topological groups. It is proved here that if a compact space 
Y is a continuous image of a dense subspace of a topological group G, then 
w( Y) s t( Y) l Nag(G). In particular, if a compact space Y of countable tightness 
is a continuous image of a dense subspace of some a-compact topological group, 
then Y is metrizable (Corollary 2.24). A more general result concerning products 
of topological groups is presented in Theorem 2.20. Corollary 2.28 answers another 
question of Arhangel’skii: if an &-monolithic compact space Y is a continuous 
image of a dense subspace of a cr-compact opological group, then Y is metrizable. 
On the other hand, if a topological group G is generated by an &,-monolithic 
(sequential, or linearly ordered) compact subset and Y is a continuous image of 
G, then Y is metrizable, too (Corollary 2.31). 
The cardinal invariant Nag(X), the Nagami number of a space X, plays an 
important r6le in factoring continuous functions. Let 9X be the family of all closed 
subsets of the tech-Stone compactification PX of X. 
DefiaitionO.l (see [S, 301). Nag(X) = mix@): 3 c & and for any x E X, y E pX\X 
there exists BE 5B such that x E B d y). 
It is easy to verify that I(X) s Nag(X) for any Tychonoff space X. If Nag(X) s K,, , 
then X is a Lindeliif Z-space in the sense of Nagami 1163. The Nagami number is 
monotone on closed subsets and does not increase when passing to a continuous 
image. Obviously, Nag(X) G K0 for each +compact space X. The class of Lindeliif 
Z-spaces is closed under countable products and countable unions [ 16,5]. 
Notations and terminology 0.2. By w(X), nw(X), Z(X), t(X) and c(X) we denote 
the weight, net weight, LindeEf number, tightness and cellularity of a space X 
respectively. The character and rr-character of a point y E Y in Y are denoted by 
x(y, Y) and nx(y, Y), respectively. Cardinals are identified with the corresponding 
ordinals. All spaces are assumed to be completely regular, and topological groups 
are HausdorfI. An intersection of at most r-many open subsets of X is a G,-subset 
of X. A set complementary to a G,-set of X is said to be a &set of X. Any union 
of G,-sets is a 6x.7 -subset of X. If U is open in X, then clxU is said to be a regular 
closed subset of X. 
Let f: X + Y and h : X + 2 be continuous mappings. We write f 4 h iff there 
exists a continuous mapping g : Y + 2 such that h = g oJ: 
In the sequel we use the following definition. 
Definition 0.3. A family 9!? of continuous mappings of a space X is said to be 
r-lattice provided that 3 generates the original topology of X and 3 is r-directed 
by the partial order relation 4. Also let J& be the class of all spaces having a 
r-lattice of open mappings onto spaces of net weight at most T. 
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Note that if Xa E .& for each a! E A, then n = flat A Xcy belongs to A,. 
Remark 0.4. Theorem 2.20 was first proved by the author for the special case S = n 
This result had been announced with proof at the Seminar on General Topology 
of the Faculty of General Topology and Geometry of Moscow State University and 
at the Seminar on General Topology of Professor Arhangel’skii. After that Uspenskii 
and the author independently proved at the same time some results on continuous 
images of dense subspaces of o-compact topological groups (see Corollaries 2.23 
and 2.24). Our results on mappings of dense subspaces lying in products of topologi- 
cal groups (Theorem 2.20) and on iterations of continuous mappings (Corollary 
2.22) constitute further progress. Here the notion of a regular mapping plays a key 
role (see Definition 2.1). 
1. Factorization )&eorems for topological groups 
The following-result is a direct generalization of Assertion 10 from [29]. 
Assedon 1.1. Let T 6e an infinite cardinal, f: G + X a continuous mapping of a 
topologicalgroupGontoaspaceX,~andl(G) l w(X) < r. Then there existsacontinuous 
homomorphism-v: G + H onto a-group H with w(H) s r such that w +I 
Proof. Any topological group G with I(G) s r is r-bounded in the sense of Guran 
[ 13 3; hence there exists a topological monomorphism i : G - R = n {G,: a! E A}, 
where each topological group G, is of weight ST [ 131. Corollary 1 of [26] implies 
that there exists a subset B E A, IL?1 s r, and a continuous mapping cp :wB( G) + X 
such that f=qow B G, where vB is the projection of n onto n {G,: ar E B). It 1 
remains to set H = rB(G) and note 
homomorphism. Cl 
that W = & is a continuous 
Shakhmatov’s results from [22] imply the following. 
Lemma 1.2. Let S be a subspace of a topological group H with nw( H) d T and g : S + X 
a continuous mapping onto a space X of weight ~7. Then there exists a continuous 
homomorphism Q : H + K such that w(K) s T and cpls --3 g. 
In the sequel we shall use some generalizations of the results of [3 11. The following 
result is proved in [3 l] for the special case T = &, . 
Lemma 1.3. Let {x,: a < I+} be a sequence ofpoints of X9 (%$ LY < T+) a sequence 
of open neighborhoods of the diagonal Ax in X2, and (Q,$ a C T+) a f@rZi!y of 
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continuous mappings of X onto spaces of net weight ~1. If Nag(X) s T, then there 
exist a, fi c T+ and a point x E X such that u < /3, (x, x,) E %P and q,Jx) = pJx&. 
Definition 1.4. Let 7 be an infinite cardinal and X a space. Consider the following 
properties. 
(A,) For any family 9 consisting of G,-subsets of X, there exists a subfamily 
8 s 9 such that 16) s T and U 8 is dense in U 9. 
(B,) The same as in (A,), and for any family 9 of G,-subsets of X, the set 
cl& 9) is of type G, in X. 
With the help of Lemma 1.3 one can prove the following theorem, analogous to 
[31, Theorem 21. 
Theorem 1,s. IfG is a topological groupwith Nag(G) < T, then thefollowing conditions 
are fulfilled: 
(i) a group G has the property (B,); 
(ii) for any closed G,aubset F of G there exists a continuous open homomoqhism 
lr:G-,Hsuch that nw(H)sIand F=w”n(F). 
Corollary 1.6. If G is a topological group with Nag(G) e T, then euery regular closed 
subset of G is of type Gv in G, 
Lemma 1.7. Let II = n ( XQ : (Y E A} such that the space I& = n {Xp: (Y E K} has the 
property (A,) for each finite K c A. Then II has (A,), too. The same is true for the 
property (B,), Moreouer, in the second case, for any closed G,-subset Q, of II there 
exists B s A such that 1 B( S T and @ S= rr&t-,( @), where TB is the projection of I? 
OtltO&=~{x,:~EB). 
Pmaf. (1) Assume that & has the property (A,) for any finite K c_ A. Then [32, 
Lemma 3 3 implies that the same is true for any L?B with BE A, 1 B( s r. Let @ be a 
family consisting of G,-subsets of I7. We shall say that a closed subset @E II is 
T-good iff # is of the form ?D = v&,)( @*), where I B(e)1 s T, a* = 
n { 45:: QI E B( @)), and each @f is a closed GT-subset of X,. Every element FE S 
is a union of r-good subsets of ZI; hence one can assume that all elements of S 
are T-good. 
Let B(O) C_ A and IE(O)l S 7. As the space &[O, has the property (A,), there exists 
a subfamily ST& 9 such that ISOl s T and w~&J SO) is dense in wB&J S). Now 
let n E N and suppose that we have defined B(n) s A and 9” E 9 such that lB( n)l s T 
and (S&~~Then we define B(n+l)=B(n)u(b){B(F): FE&,)). Let &+, bea 
subfamily of 9 such that I SN+,l G T and w B(~+~U %+J is dense inns~m+dJ We 
Let us consider the set B = u (B(n): n E N} and the family P = IJ ( 9F,: n E 
It is dear that %B( @) is dense in ~r,(u 9) and @ = fl&ra(@), where (8 a U @*. 
C0noequentl.y cl&P] = w~Q!~~s&#Q) 3 s$T&J 
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It remains to note that 1 PI G T, thus II has the property (A,). 
(2) Assume that I& has the property (B,) for each finite K c A. Then the same 
is true for & with B c A, 1B1 s r. This follows from clns(P) = 
n ((~2)~‘(~1~~ *g(P)): K s B, IKI < EC,),where PE I& and I$ is the projection 
of II* onto I&. 
Let S be a family of G,-subsets of IT. One can assume that each member F of 
9 is r-good; hence F = mi’~~( F) for some B E A, I BJ s r. Applying the property 
(A,), we can find a family 8 in S such that le( s T and U 8 is dense in U SK Then 
there exists a set C C_ A such that ICI ST and F=a&(F) for every FE@. 
Consequently P = W;&(P), where P = U 8. The mapping nc is open; hence 
cl&J 9)=cln(P)=cln(?r~“Irc(P))=rr~1(cln, WC(P)). 
The set c~~~w~( P) is of type GT in IZ”, which completes the proof. Cl 
Corollary l.?L Let X, be a G x,,gsubset of a topological group G* with Nag( G,) s T 
(cy E A), and D= n {X,: a E A). Then I7 has the property (B,), and each regular 
closed subset of -IZ is of type G, in R. 
The main result on factorization of continuous mappings i the followingtheorem, 
which- implies [3l, Theorem 73 as a special case (IAl = 1). 
I&aor~m 1.9. Let a regular space Y be an image of a dense sarbspace S of a product 
I7 = n (&: ac E A} uuder a continuous mapping 8 where G= is a topological group 
with lUag( G,) s Tfor each ar E A. Then the subspace M = {y E Y: x( y, Y) s 7) satisjces 
the inequality nw( M) s T. Moreover, there exists an open continuous homomorphism 
~:n+Hsuch that nw(H)srand q&-qM)+f[r-qM). 
Proof. Theorem M(ii) implies that Go E Jcc, for every ar E A (see Definition 0.3). 
Consequently n E ycl, and there exists a r-directed family Z!? of open homomorphisms 
of I? to groups of net weight ~7 such that each Q E S! depends on at most r 
coordinates. The definition of M implies that there exists a family 9 of closed 
G,-subaets of II such that f-‘(M) = S A (U 9), f admits a continuous extension f 
on the space 5 * = Su (U s), and j! is constant on every member of SE Corollary 
1.8 implies that there exists a subfamily 8 c_ 9 such that 101 s I and U 8 is dense 
in UgF. Since l@l%r, one can find QES such that F=Q”‘Q(F) for each FE@ 
(apply Theorem 1.5( ii)). An application of Lemma 2.13 below or [ 3 1) Lemma 31 
completes the pxvof. Cl 
Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1.2 together imply the following. 
Co~~lltuy 1.10. Let S be a dense subspace of a product II = n {Gm: a E A}, where Gp 
is a topological group with Nag(G,) 6 7 for each a! E A, and f : S + X a continuous 
mapping onto a space X of weight W. 7hett f depends on at most 7 coordinates. 
Momovet, them exists a continuous Lomomo@km w : lI + H onto a group H of weight 
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Corollary 1.11. Let S be a dense subspace of a topological group G with Nag(G) s T 
and f : S + X a continuous mapping onto a space X of weight s r. Then there exists a 
continuous homomorphism Q : G s H such that w(H) < T and T& +fC 
Definition 1.12. A topological grll;<:p G is said to be R-factorizable provided that 
for any continuous real-valued function f on G there exists a continuous 
homomorphism Q : G + H such that w(H) 6 No and II +f: 
It is easy to check that every R-factorizable topological group G embeds as a 
topological subgroup into a product of separable met&able groups. Therefore the 
group G is &bounded in the sense of Guran [ 131, i.e., for any neighborhood U 
of the identity of G there xists a countable set 1M c_ G such that G = M l U. However, 
&,-bounded topological groups need not be R-factorizable. Moreover, a subgroup 
of a Lindeliif topological group is not necessarily R-factorizable. One can construct 
a subgroup with the above properties in the Lindeliif P-group a considered in [7]. 
Corollary 1.13. If G is a subgroup of a topological group K with Nag(K) s No, then 
G is R-factorizable. 
Proof. The closed subgroup G* = clK G of K satisfies the inequality &iag(G*) s 
Nag(K) 6 &,, and we apply Corollary 1.11. Cl 
Corollary 1.14 (see [28]). A:;y totally bounded topological group is R-factorizable. 
A subset X of a topological group G is said to be totally bounded in G provided 
that for each neighborhood U of the identity of G there exists a finite subset M c G 
with X c M l U. Now Corollary 1.14 admits the following generalization. 
Assertion 1.15. Suppose that a topological group G is a union of a countable family 
y of totally bounded subsets. Then G is R-factorizable. 
Proof. Let G be the completion of a group G. It is clear that the family y* = 
(cl6 B: B E y) consists of compact sets. The subgroup K of 6 generated by the set 
U y* is c-compact and contains G as a dense subgroup. Consequently Nag(K) s 
&, and we may apply Corollary 1.11 with 7 = &. 0 
Question 1.16. Does there exist a topological group G with a countable cellularity, 
which is not R-factorizable? What if G is separable? 
2. Mappings of topological products 
Deihition 2.1. Let S be a subspace of ,rl and f: S+ Y a continuous mapping onto 
P space X The mapping 8 is said ta be regtilaar with respect o n provided that 
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there exists an ol:~C.~r es assigning to each open subset 0~ Y an open subset 
eJ ( 0) of n sx,.ch tTtnt 
(Rl) e,(O)p 3 L. d”‘@j, 
(R2) if O1 and ;LI)I: are open in Y and disjoint, then ef (0,) and ef (0,) are disjoint 
as well. 
A topological embedding i : S * II is said to be regular [25] iff the mapping 
1 l-' : i(S) + S is regular with respect to H. 
Remark 2.2. If S is dense in n, then S is regularly embedded into n and any 
continuous mapping f: S + Y is regular with respect to D. 
Remark 2.3. If 2 mapping f: S + Y is regular with respect to n z S, then one can 
choose an operator q satisfying the condition 
(R3) if O,, a”i 2.z open in Y and 0, c_ 02, then el( 0,) c_ er( 02). 
Indeed, if es satisfies conditions (Rl) and (R2), we define i;r (0) = 
U { ef ( V): V E 0, V is open in Y}. It is easy to check that i;r satisfies conditions 
(RI)-(R3). 
Lemma 2.4. Let S c lI, f a regular (with respect to l7) mapping of S onto Y, T c Y 
and Q a regular (with respect to Y) mapping of T onto 2. Then the mapping h = 
Q 0 f I.T-qTI :f -'( T) + 2 is regular with respect to n. 
Proof. Let es and ew be “extensor” operators for the mappings f and Q, respectively. 
Then define the operator eh by the rule eh( 0) = ef (e,( 0)) for each open set 
ocz. Cl 
Definition 2.5. We shall say that a space Y is g-adic if there exists a subspace S of 
a product n = n {X, . l a E A} and a regular (with respect o n) mapping f of S onto 
Y, where X, is a G ,,-subset of some topological group G, with Nag( G,) e &, 
WZA. 
It is easy to see that all dyadic compact spaces are g-adic. The converse is false, 
see [6, Example 5.331. There is a certain analogy between dyadic and g-adic spaces. 
For example, a product of arbitrarily many g-adic spaces is g-adic as well. In the 
following assertion we list some properties of g-adic spaces. 
Aaertion 2.6. (i) rf a space 2 is a continuous image of a dense subspace of a g-adic 
space Y, then 2 is g-adic, too; 
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(ii) if a space 2 is a continuous image of an open subspace of a g-adic space Y, 
then 2 is g-adic, too; 
(iii) if a space 2 has a countable cover of g-adic subspaces, then 2 is g-adic. 
/Proof. Assertion (i) follows from Remark 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, and (ii) follows from 
Definitions 2.5,2.1 and Lemma 2.4. To prove (iii), we consider a cover { Y, : -n E N} 
of Z by g-adic spaces Y,, n E N. It is clear that the space Y* = l‘+J x n ( Y”: n E N} is 
g-adic, and there exists a continuous mapping of Y* onto Z Therefore 2 is g-adic, 
too. a 
Let n, S and f: S -, Y be as in Definition 2.5. Then Corollary 1.8 implies that n 
has the property (A&); hence the cellularity of n is countable. Now from the 
regularity off it follows that there exists an operator e/ with the properties (Rl) 
and (R2), therefore the cellularity of Y is countable, too. Thus we have proved the 
following. 
Assertion 2.7. Ihe cellularity of any g-adic space is countable. 
It is necessary to note that a closed Gs-subset of a g-adic space may be discrete 
and uncountable. This follows implicitly from [6, Example 5.71. Therefore g-adic 
spaces need not have the property (ANo) and closed Gs-subsets of g-adic spaces 
are not necessarily g-adic. However the following result is valid. 
Assertion 2.8. A g-adic space Y of pointwise countable type has the property (A,) for 
each inBnite cardinal 7, and if r = cf( 7) > KO, then r is a caliber of Y. 
Proof. Let 9 be any family of G,-subsets of Y and e/ an operator corresponding 
to f and satisfying conditions (Rl)-(R3). One can assume that each element FE 9 
is compact and x(F, Y) s r. For every FE 9 let yF be a base of F in Y with ]?,=I s T. 
We define F = n {ef( 0): 0 E yF), where FE 9. Then P is a G,-subset of n, and 
P n S = f -l(F) for each FE 9” where S is the domain of X S s n If 8 c 9” then 
we set e’ = {E: F E 0). Corollary 1.8 implies that there exists a subfamily 8 c 9 such 
that ]@I s r and U e’ is dense in U & We claim that lJ 8 is dense in U Z Indeed, 
otherwise there exists an open subset U of Y such that U n F’ # 8 for some F0 E: 9, 
and cl U n (U 8) = 0. The sets U and V = Y\cl V are open in Y and disjoint; hence 
ef ( U) n es ( V) = 0. However 0 f f -I( U n Fo) s ef ( U) n &, and the definition of V 
implies that U e’~ ef ( V). This contradicts the fact that U e’ is dense in U & The 
second part of our assertion follows from [33, Proposition 11. q 
One should note that a g-adic compact space need not have the property (B& 
This follows from the facts that each compact dyadic space with the property (B,) 
is k-metrizable in the sense of &epin (see [21, Theorems 18 and 21]), and there 
exist dyadic compact spaces which are not k-metrizable [21]. 
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Problem 2.1. Is it true that a closed Gs-subset of a g-adic compact space is g-adic? 
Making use of Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.7 one can prove the following result. 
Assertion 2.9. Let Ga be a topological group with Nag( G,) s K,, for each a! E A, 
lT=n{GP: OEA} and S dense in a G x,6-subset of IT. If f : S + Y is a continuous 
mapping of S onto Y, then Y is a g-adic space. 
Corollary 2.10. Let nw(Xa) s M,-, for each a E A, S be dense in n {Xu: a! E A} and Y 
a continuous image of S. Then the space Y is g-adic. 
Proof. Let GQ = F( X, ) be the free topological group over Xa (see [ l&l2 3). Then 
Ga has a countable net weight [4, Proposition 31. Coiasequently G, is of countable 
pseudocharacter and X, is a Gz,8-subs+ n rC ,f G,. It is clear that Nag( Ga) s nw( G,) < 
EC0 for every Q! E A. An application of Remark 2.2 completes the proof. Cl 
The following cardinal function p is introduced by Sapirovskii [23]. 
Definition 2&l. For a space X, let the index of X be the cardinal number p(X) = 
min(A: there is no continuous mapping of X onto Tychonoff cube IA’). We also 
define p,(X) = sup{ p( K): K c X, K is compact}. 
If X is compact, then, for each closed subset F of X, there exists a point x E F 
such that ?rx(x, F&p(X) [23, Theorem t]. Obviously p,(X) <p(X) and p,(X)< 
t(X) for every space X. The following result is used in the proof of Theorem 2.29. 
Assertion 2.12. If X is a Tychonofl space, then p(X) < p,(X) l Nag(X) s 
t(X) l Nag(X). 
Proof. Only the first inequality requires a proof. Assume that p(X) > 7 = 
p,(X) l Nag(X). Then there exists a continuous mapping f of X onto the Tychonoff 
cube I” w(ith A = T+. Let PX be the tech-stone compactification of X and f a 
~ontimmus extension of f over /3X. Since Nag(X) s T, there exists a family g of 
closed subsets of PX such that IS( s 7 and $ separates points of X from the points 
of pX\X. One can assume that 9 is closed under finite intersections. We define 
B =(f(F): FE P}. Then la] s T and, by Lemma 2.16 below (no confusions arise) 
there exists a closed nonempty G,-subset K of IA such that, for each B E 8 either 
KnB=Q) or KcB. Pick a point xEf_l(K), and define .~(x)={FE~:xEF}. 
Then F*=ns( x ) is compact, F* c X and f( F*) =f( F*) 2 K. However K is of 
type G7 in I” ; hence K contains a copy of I”. This contradicts the obvious inequality 
p(F*)q,(X)-. Cl 
It is known that w(Y) = t(Y) = p( Y) for every dyadic compact space Y (see 
[9,11,14]). One of our main results states that the same equalities hold for each 
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g-adic compact space (see Corollary 2.21). To prove this and other similar results 
we need a few lemmas. 
From now to item 2.18 inclusive we fix a family of spaces {X, : cy E A}, a subspace 
S of the product II = n (Xa: cy E A}, and a regular (with respect to IT) mapping f 
of S onto a space Y. Let also ef be an operator satisfying the conditions (Rl)-(R3) 
(see Definition 2.1). We set F(y) = n (~1~ e,( V): y E V, V is open in Y} for each 
y E Y For any subset B E A, the projection of IT onto & = n {X,: cu E B) is denoted 
by mu 
Lemma 2.13. tet 997 onlo_ H be a continuous open mapping, NE H and suppose 
that for each h E N there exists a point yh E Y such that cp’,( h) G F(yh). Let also 
J=S~C~~Q',(N). Then 
(i) (P(el(V,))nq(e,(V*))nQ(SI)=Ib whenever V,, V2 areopensubsetsojYwith 
cl V,ncl V-=8; 
(ii) there exists a consinuous mapping r: Q(S) + Y such that f 1s = w 0 &. 
Proof. (i j Let V, , Vs be open subsets of Y, cl V, A cl V, = 0, and Oi = es ( V), i = 1,2. 
Suppose that Q(O,)~Q(O~)~Q(S~)Z@ Then U=q(0,)nq(02) is a nonempty 
open subset of H, and there exists a point h E U n N. The inclusion q-‘(h) G F(yh) 
implies that OI n F(yh) # 0, i = 1,2. Now the definition of the sets 0, implies that 
yh E cl V, n cl V2 Z 0. Indeed, if yh e cl V (i = 1 or i = 2), then there exists an open 
set W 3 yh such that cl W n cl V, = 0. Then es ( W) A es( V,) = 0. Evidently, F(y,,) E 
cln eJ( W) G n\e,( Vi); hence F(yh) n e/( V,) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Thus cl V, n cl Vz # 0, which contradicts he choice of the sets V, , Vz. 
(ii) Assume that there exist points x1, x2 of s’ such that Q(x,) = Q( x2) but f(x, j f 
f&t). Let V, and V2 be open neighborhoods of f(q) and f(x2) respectively, the 
closures of which are disjoint. Then xi E eJ( V,) = 0, (i = 1,2); hence Q(x,) E Q( 0,) n 
Q( 02) n Q( 8) f 8, which contradicts (i). Thus there exists a mapping 7r : Q(S) + Y 
such that fig = 7r 0 ~(3. 
TO prove continuity of ?r, we fix a point h E (p(8) and an open set V G Y such 
that a(h) = y E V There exists an open neighborhood W of y such that cl y WE K 
Consider the sets 0 = es ( W) and U = Q( 0) n Q( 3). Then h E U, and we claim that 
*( u) c ~1 WG V Suppose that n( U)\cl W # 0. Then there exist points y, E Y\cl W 
and h, E U such that ?r( h,) = y, . We choose an open set W, containing y, such that 
cl W, n cl W = 0, and define 0, = es( W,), U, = Q( 0,) n Q(@. There exists a point 
XE S such that h, = Q(X). Evidently f(x) = WQ(X) = ?r(h,) =y, e W, ; hence xe 0,. 
Thus h E Q(O)n p(O,)n ~(3) Z0, which contradicts (i). So rr( U)G V, and IT is 
continuous. Cl 
Corollary 2.14. Let S be a dense subspace of I? = n (X0: a! E A), and f: S+ Y a 
continuous mapping of S onto a space Y with x( V) G T. If lt has the property (A,), 
then there exists a subset $3 LT A such that i&31 G 7 and w,& 43f: 
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Proof. One can apply Lemma 2.13 and reasoning analogous to that of Theorem 
1.9. Note that f is regular with respect to I& by Remark 2.2. Cl 
Lemma 2.15. Let T be an infinite cardinal, 2 E Jt, (see Dejfnition 0.3) and c( 2) s 7. 
Then the following conditions are fu&lled : 
(i) for each regular closed subspt C of 2, there exists an open mapping # of 2 onto 
a space of net weight == T such that C = @-‘e(C); 
(ii) for any family ( U a: a c r) of open subsets of 2 and a filter 9 on the set T, the 
set 
~=lim9= n dz u ua 
FESc ( > UEF 
is of type GT in 2. 
Proof. Statement (i) is obvious. Lut us prove (ii). There exists a s-directed lattice 
ZE of open continuous mappings of 2 onto spaces having net weight <a. By means 
of (i), for each (Y c r, one can find pa E% such that C, =cl Ua = ~&Jcl I.&). 
There exists 9 E 5!! such that Q 4 pa for each cu c T. Then Ca = cp-*~(C~) for each 
Q! < (r, and the same equality holds for the set CF = cl (U,, F C,) writh F E 9, and 
for the set Q = n { CF: FE 9). It remains to note that the closed< subset q(Q) of 
the space T = p(Z) is of type G7 in T because nw( T) s T. Therefore Q is of type 
G7 in Z q 
The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 2.16. Let @ be a family of closed subsets of a compact space K, 1 t2lI s T. Then, 
for any nonempty G-set @ of K, there exists a nonempty c!osed G,-set @* c @ such 
that, for each BE Se, either @* n B = 0 or @*c_ B, 
The following lemma is a key to the proof of Theorem 2.18. 
Lemma 2.17. Suppose that the space I? = n (X* : a E A} has the property (B,), where 
Xa e &, (see Dejinition 0.3), and Nag( X=) s T for each a E A. Let 4p be the family 
of all GT-subsets of I& which are (contained in some set F(y), y E Y. D’ Y0 = 
U { Fy : u E $}, where Fv is a compact subset of Y, x( FV, Y) < T and p( F,) s r for every 
u E $* then the set f (8) intersects every nonempty G,-subset of Y& where 8 = S n 
&oJ 8. 
Pm& It is clear that c(n) s T because n has the property (B,). As Xa E & for 
each UEA, we have 17~ Consequently any regular closed subset 5f 17 is of 
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type Gt in n (Lemma 2.15(i)). As I7 has (B,), the set T=cln(U 9) is of type G 
in R; hence there exists a subset B(0) C_ A such that IW)l s 7 and T= G&Q& T). 
Assume that f(s) n @ = 0 for some nonempty G,-set @ of Yo. There exist v E 9 
and a nonempty compact subset a0 E Y0 such that @o s @ n E and X( @I, Y) s 7. 
The set O = I7\ T is open in n, f-‘( Go) E 0 and 0 = P&)IQ& 0). Let PX, be/the 
&h-Stone compactification of Xa (ar E A), II* = n {&: a E A), and prs the 
natural projection of I7* onto I7: = n (Px,: a! E B}, where B c A. The set trs& 
is of type Fz in HBcoI and Nag(&& s IW9l l T = r; hence Nag( 7rBc0,0) s r. Thus 
there exists a family 9f of closed subsets of II& which separates points of trg& 
from the points of II *sc0,\lrec0,0~ and I %I c r. One can assume that .9? is closed 
under finite intersections. We define 9, = (pr& F: FE Sf) and 3, = 
(clJ’(FnS): FE&}. Then OcU&, and hence @&J9,. With the use of 
Lemma 2.16 we find a nonempty closed G,-subset @, of Y such that @I C_ QiO and 
for each BE 98, either @, n B = 0 or @, c B. Since p( @,) s p( Fv) s r, there exists 
y1 E @I such that nx(y,, a,)~ 7. Now [3, Lemma l] implies that ?rx(yI, Y)s 
q(y,, @,) l x( @, , Y) s 7. The corresponding construction from [3) enables us to 
choose a v-base cl1 at y, for Y such that ]p,] s 7 and Vn @, # 0 for each VE pl. 
We denote P = eJ( V) for each open set VG Y Then f-*( V) c V*. Since c(I7*) s 
c(n) s 7, for every VE ~1~ there exists a subset B = B( V) E A such that I BI s r and 
cln* P = pril pre(cl n* V*) (see [lo]). We define B(1) = B(0) uu {B(V): VE p,}. 
Obviously I B( I)1 s z 
By recursion one can define the sequences (B(n): n E N), { @“: n E N}, {yn: n E N), 
{~,:n~IQI},(~~:n~N}and(~,:n~N}suchthat~B(n)~~I~,l=I~~l.~~,~~~,y~~ 
an, and cc, is a w-base at y,, for Y all members of which intersect @,,, and @“+, c_ @“, 
SB, c %+I, &E B,,+,, % E R+, for each n EM Consider the sets @* = 
n{@“: n&J}, B=U(B,:nEN} and the families S=U{&: nd%}, sB= 
IJ {a,: n E N}, p = lJ {pn : n E N}. Let y* E Y be a cluster point of the sequence 
(y,: n EN}. Then y* E @* and p is a w-base at y* for Y. Let y be the family of all 
open subsets of Y which contain y*. For each UE ‘y, we define Vu = 
u{eJ(V): VEX, Vc U}. Also let P* =n (~1~~ Vu: UE y). From our construction 
it follows that cln* V* =pre’ prB cln* V* for each VE p; hence P* =pri* prB P*. 
The definition of P* implies that l7n P* s F(y*), i.e., I7n P*c 
n hef( W): WE ~1~ 
We claim that prB P* n prg 0 Z 0. To prove this fact we note first that the family 
9” = (prB F: FE S} of closed subsets of IT*, separates points of prsO from the 
points of n$\prB 0, is closed under finite intersections, and F = pri’ prB( F) for 
each FE 9K Pick a point x of-‘( @*) and define 9(x) = {FE S: x E F}, K = n S(X). 
Then K = pri’ m(K) and prs( K) E prB( 0) = rB( 0), because of the choice of 9. 
Now we fix a finite family 8 E 9(x) and a member U E y. There exists an n EN such 
that 8 c gn; hence Fe = n 0 E S,,. Consequently Be = cl&( Fe n S) E t%Bn and f(x) E 
& n @n # 8; hence @,, c Be. From the choice of the r-base pn it follows that there 
exists WE P, such that W c U and W n @,, # 0; therefore f-‘( W) A Fe # 0 and 
Q ( w) n Fe f 0. So Vu n Fe # 0 for any finite subfamily 8 E S(x) and U TV 7. This 
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implies easily that P* n K Z 0. The set L= K n P* satisfies the equality L= 
pr,’ pr&), and we have L* = prB L E prs K E prB 0 Consequently L* E prs P* n 
pbO#0. 
Obviously IS’( L*) c P* n 0 Z 0, and the set P* r7 11 is of type G7 in n (apply 
Lemma 2.15(ii)). Thus the set P = P* n 0 is of type G7 in n and contained in 
F(y*) n 0. This contradicts the definition of the family 9 and of the set 0. 0 
The following theorem is the main result of the paper. It is formulated in the 
most general form. 
Theorem 2.18. Let X, E A,, Nag(X,) s r for each a! E A, and suppose that the space 
lT = n { Xa : a E A} has the property (B,). If a space Y is an image of a subspace S c lT 
under a (regular with respect to IT) mapping f, and Y0 = U { Fv: v E $}, where Fv is 
a compact subset of Y, x(Fv, Y) s T and p(F,)s r for each UEJ?, then nw( Y& r. 
Proof. Let 9) be the family of all closed G,-subsets P of n such that Pr F(y) for 
some y E Y. Then the set f (3) intersects each nonempty G,-subset of YO, where 
s = S n cln(U 9) (Lemma 2.67). As n has the property (B,), there exists a subfamily 
h E 9 such that IAl s r and cln(U A) = cl&J P). Lemma I.7 implies that for every 
P E A there exists a subset C = C(P) c_ A such that ICI s 7 and P = ?r&P, where 
?rc is the projection of n onto l&. We define B = U {C(P): P E A). Then I-B1 c r 
and & E A,. Let ?Z’B be a T-directed lattice of open mappings of & onto spaces 
of net weight ~7. Any closed G,-subset K of & is representablehas n intersection 
of at most r-many regular closed subsets of &, because I(&)s Nag(&)s 7. 
However for any regular closed subset T c &, there exists a mapping o E Z& 
such that T = u-‘o( T) (Lemma 2.15(i)). Consequently the same is true for K 
instead of T. 
Thus we have proved that there exists a mapping + E sB such that rBP = 
+-‘$( wBP) for every PE A. Consider the open mapping 9 = # 0 rrB of n onto the 
space H = q(n), nw(H) < 7. Obviously P = q-$(P) for every P E A. Lemma 2.13 
implies that there exists a continuous mapping 7r : p( 8) + Y such that f 1s = v 0 cp(s. 
Consequentlynw(Z)snw(cp(S”))snw(H) d r, where 2 = f (s") n Yo. We claim that 
2 = YO. Indeed, otherwise pick a point y* E Y,\Z. For every point y E 2 there exists 
an open set V(y) 5 Y0 such that y E V(y) and y* L cl V(y). Since I(Z) s nw(Z) s 7, 
there exists a subfamily y c ( V(y): y E Z} such that 171 s T and Z c U ‘y= Then 
Q = rl( Y,\cl V: VE r} is a G,-subset of YO, and y* E Q E Y,\Z. This contradicts 
the fact that 2 intersects all nonempty G,-subsets of YO. Cl 
The case of the product of topologicti: groups can be given in the following 
convenient form (apply Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.8): 
Theorem 2.19. Let a space Y be an image of some subspace S 01’ a product II = 
n (Ga: a E A} under a regular ( with respect to 67) mapping9 where Ga is Q topological 
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group with Nag( Ga) s r for each a E A. If Y0 = U { Fv: v E $1, where Fv is a compact 
subset of Y, x( Fv, Y) s 7 and p( Fv) b r for each Y E 3, then nw( YO) < r. 
Now Tkorem 2.19 and <Remark 2.2 together imply the following -result, which 
solves some-problems posed by Arhangel’skii (see Problems V.l and V.4,1-of [a] and 
the Question of [31]). 
Theorem 2.20. Let a space Y of pointwise countable type be a continuous image of a 
dense subspace of a product n {G,: QI E A}, where Ga is a topological group with 
Nag(G,)eTforeachaEA. Then nw(Y)sp,(Y)*rdt(Y)-r. 
Theorems 2.18-2.20 have a few corollaries. 
Corollary 2.21. Any g-adic space Y of pointwise countable type sati@es the equalities 
nw( Y) = t( Y) = p( Y). In particular, a g-adic compact space of countable tightness is 
met&able. 
Theorem 2.20, Lemma 2.4 and Remark 2.2 imply the following. 
Corollary 2.22. Let So be a dense subspace of a product 11 {G, : a e A}, fO: So + Y0 a 
continuous mapping onto a compact space YO, S, dense in YO, f, : S, + Y, a continuous 
mapping of S, onto a compact space Y1, and so on. If G, is a topological group with 
Nag(G,)csforeach arEA, then w(Yn)dp(Y,) l rst(Y,) l r, n=OJ,.... 
With the use of Corollaries 2.21 and 2.10 we get a result which has no connection 
with topological algebra. 
Corollary 2.23. Let S be a dense subspace of a product of factors of a countable net 
weight, and f: S+ Y a continuous mapping onto a compact space Y. Then w(Y) = 
t( Y) = P( n 
The previous corollary is a strengthening of Shirokov’s theorem [24], which gives 
the equality w( Y) = t( Y) only. 
CorollaQ 2.24. Let a compact space Y be an image of a dense subspace of some 
u-compact topological group G under a continuous mapping. Then w( Y) = t( Y) = 
P( v. 
Corollary 2.24 admits the following generalization. 
Corollary 2.25. Suppose that a topological group G is a union of a countable family 
of totally bounded subsets, and S is dense in G. If f: S -) Y is a continuous mapplng 
of S onto a compact space YI then w( Y) = t( Y) = p( Y ). 
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Proof. As is shown in tht proof ofACorollary 1.15, there exists a a-compact group 
G* such that G c G* c G, where G is the completion of G. Obviously S is dense 
in G*, and it remains to apply Corollary 2.24 with G* instead of G. 0 
. 
A space X is said to be k-metrizable if there exists a k-metric on X (see [ 193, [2r)] 
or [27, p. 961). A continuous image Y of a k-met&able compact space is said to 
be k-o& [20]. The class of k-metrizable compact spaces is closed under products 
[I9, Theorem 151. If X is k-metrizable and compact, then there exists a regular 
embedding of X into the Tychonoff cube I’ with r = w(X) [25, Theorem 21. Thus 
all k-adic compact spaces are g-adic, by Definition 2.5. Therefore Corollary 2.21 
and Lemma 2.4 imply the following. 
Theorem->2.26. Let a compact space Y be a continuous image of a dense subspace of 
a k-adic compact space. l%en w(Y) = t(Y) = p( Y). 
We recall that a space X is said to be Ir-monolithic (see [ 1,2)) provided that 
nw(c1 A)< r whenever AE X and IAl s r. Theorem 2.20 enables us to solve two 
problems of Arhangel’skii (see [6, Problems V.2 and V.31). 
Theorem 2.27. Let a vmonolithic comptzct space Y be a continuous image of a dense 
subspace of a product n (G, : a E A}, where G, is a topologicalagnoup with Nag( G, ) < 7 
for each Q! E A. Then w( Y) c T. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.20, it is sufficient o show that p( Y) s T. This follows from 
the facts that Icmonolithicity is invariant under continuous closed mappings and 
the Tychonoff cube I’+ is not r-monolithic. Cl 
Corollary 2.28. If an &-monolithic compact space Y is a continuous image of a dense 
subspace of some u-compact topological group, then Y is met&able. 
Corollary 2.28 gives a solution to Problem V.2 of [6]. The following theorem is 
one of the main results of the paper, 
Theorem 2.29. Let G be a topological group with p,(G) 9 Nag(G) s r, and Y u 
continuous image of G. If YO = U { Fv: u E $}, where Fv is a compact subset of Y and 
x(F,, Y)c ~for each ~9, then nw( YO) < T. 
Proof. ByAssertion2.12,p(G)dp,(G)*Nag(G)61; hencep(Y)sp(G)crand 
p( F,) s T for each v ~9. An application of Theorem 2.19 (with IAl = 1) completes 
the proof. El 
The previous theorem implies that the continuum hypothesis i  not necessary in
Theorems 5.31, 5.54 and Coroll~aries 5.32, 5.58 of [4]. 
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Chollary 23. Let u space Y ofpointwise countable type 6e u continuous image of u 
topological group G with Nag(G) s &, and ussume that the index of each compact 
subset of G is countable. Then nw( Y) s No. 
ComIlary X31. Let u topologicul group G be generated by u compact subset B of 
countuble- index (e.g., B may be &-monolithic, or of countable tightness, or-linearly 
osdeted, etc.) and let Y, u spuce of pointwise countuble type, be u continuous imuge of 
G. Then nw( Y)s &. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that p(G) < KO. Evidently, G = U {B, : n E W}, where 
each B, is a continuous image of a finite product B x l l l x B. Therefore the inequality 
p(G) s No follows from 16, Theorem 5.37 and Proposition 5.381. Cl 
The previous corollary shows that the hypothesis 2No< 2N~ can be deleted from 
Corollaries 5.23, 5.41 and Theorem 5.40 of [6]. Our Theorem 2.20 implies that the 
same is true about Theorem 5.42 and Corollary 5.43 of 163. Thus Theorems 2.20, 
2.29 and Corollary 2.31 answer Questions V.5 and V.9 of [63. 
Remark 2.32. Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6 of 163 are false. This folloiws from E6, 
Example 5.71 (see also 132, Theorem 11). Theorem 5.34 and Corollaries 5.35, 5.36 
of [6] are proved by making use of Theorem 5.5. Nevertheless these results remain 
true (see Theorem 2.19 of this paper). 
Remark 2.33. Some results of Section 2 admit natural improvements. For example, 
one can prove that if a compact space Y is g-adic and T = w( Y), cf( 7) > No, then 
there exists a continuous mapping of Y onto the Tychonoff cube I’ (cf. Corollary 
2.21). 
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